RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

OPEN LETTER: Oct 1st 2021 - 4:00 pm CDT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TITLE: NOTICE OF "LEX REX IMPERIALIS" DOCTRINE
Abuse to misuse claims in human trafficking by STATE OF TEXAS in fraud and Hobbs Act violations.
Pursuant to Article I section 15 and 15-a of the Constitution of the State of Texas:
Sec. 15. RIGHT OF TRIAL BY JURY. The right of trial by jury shall remain
inviolate. The Legislature shall pass such laws as may be needed to regulate
the same, and to maintain its purity and efficiency. Provided, that the
Legislature may provide for the temporary commitment, for observation and/or
treatment, of mentally ill persons not charged with a criminal offense, for a
period of time not to exceed ninety (90) days, by order of the County Court
without the necessity of a trial by jury.
(Amended Aug. 24, 1935.)
Sec. 15-a. COMMITMENT OF PERSONS OF UNSOUND MIND. No person shall be
committed as a person of unsound mind except on competent medical or
psychiatric testimony. The Legislature may enact all laws necessary to
provide for the trial, adjudication of insanity and commitment of persons of
unsound mind and to provide for a method of appeal from judgments rendered in
such cases. Such laws may provide for a waiver of trial by jury, in cases
where the person under inquiry has not been charged with the commission of a
criminal offense, by the concurrence of the person under inquiry, or his next
of kin, and an attorney ad litem appointed by a judge of either the County or
Probate Court of the county where the trial is being held, and shall provide
for a method of service of notice of such trial upon the person under inquiry
and of his right to demand a trial by jury.
(Added Nov. 6, 1956.)
Texas Nationalist Movement (TNM) and certain Judges, Officers, and TEXAS ATTORNEY GENERAL KEN PAXTON
and TEXAS GOVRNOR GREG ABBOTT have refused to return a hostage taken August 11th 2001 from Oklahoma, in
concert with fraud, embezzlement from the Treasury of the United States themed $44 billion USD, and blackmail to extort a
per-existing business of the State of Oklahoma and Oklahoma Residents.
The prior acts are incorporated on a "suspension of trial by jury" to disable a business owner resident in State of Oklahoma
while engaged in INTERSTATE TRAVEL in 2001; asserting by criminal design a plan to impose a fraud of "mental health
crisis" sustained in 2015 medical records a criminal act of hearsay to conceal a child from 2001-2021 on no due process.
To understand this crime against the rights of Oklahoma Citizens and Residents, one must observe the ninety (90) day hold
under illegal "Red Flag" orders barred by Governor Stitt of State of Oklahoma; an abuse under color of law, to take and
control a child from the family of Witherspoon, Klepper, Moore, Allen, and Grindstaff of Oklahoma for criminal ransom.
These acts, themed crimes in Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII-1A and 45 Oklahoma Statute (O.S.) §43A-5-104, were
discovered a fraud in 2019 disclosed by the UNITED STATES SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION to impose a
felony embezzlement of benefits of the United States themed alleged crime per 18 USC §666 by STATE OF TEXAS.
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Such examiner, in violation of Federal Law, and to suggest a "false conviction" and "rush to judgment" where the accuser
were found December 2001 as "wholly in default" in concealment and abduction of a child for ransom; did admit there a
claim of debt not permitted in Federal Law 45 CFR §303.6 and disbar all rights under 45 CFR §302.56(f) protections to
carry out theft of over $100,000 USD and unlimited insurance fraud exempt by design of a false order from 15 USC §1692g
Federal Law; as to subordinate the labor of one person to another person contrary civil judgment and EXCESSIVE FINES
defined in 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091 in pronouncement of judgment by the court reporter, on behalf of the nine
(9) unanimous Justices and by Just. Ruth Bader Ginsburg, filed in case FR-18-04 as evidence.
The effort to suggest all resistance to STATE OF TEXAS in fraud to embezzle benefits of the United States and to disable
the industry of the State of Oklahoma and cestui que trust resident in State of Oklahoma or "Oklahoma Territory"; as if such
victims of heinous crimes including "attempted murder", "battery", "battery while in control of a motor vehicle at high
speed and on United States Interstate in State of Oklahoma while a child was passenger in such vehicle", and libel to disable
the Oklahoma Constitution right of "Article XXIII-1A RIGHT TO WORK", from all legal protection and to the benefit of
persons registered as employees of competitors of the cestui que (beneficiary) of the prior trust named in suit to conceal a
child from a business owner on extortion of property, money, and credit exceeding $100,000 USD.
Fraud in this effort ranges from portraying the Oklahoma cestui que party as mentally incapable of complex thought or
reason, like a retarded child-like cartoon character, to describing them as believing they were a supernatural creature
(vampire) because of religious dress and production in a paid commercial business themed a well known public
performance for the Oklahoma firm, then competing with the WHITE WOLF / PARADOX INTERACTIVE brand and the
adaptation of Oklahoma-based MGM-owned "NEAR DARK" motion picture adopted without license by Kingdom of
Sweden and CCP INTERACTIVE MEDIA of Iceland known later by brand as the "World of Darkness" theater products
and game resources, books, and literature - a commercial product for supernatural horror film and fiction.
Abuse to incorporate the 1992-2021 registered trademark of the cestui que used in 1996-1999 publications for other
science-fiction-gothic-horror work, primarily used by fans of GAMES WORKSHOP PLC product "Warhammer 40,000"
and mature-audience books "Slaves of Darkness" and "Lost and the Damned", as characters, marks, and in products to
dilute royalty and recognition of previous works in public offer "CODEX SQUAT", "CODEX BRAIN BOYS", and
"CODEX SHADIS", further exposes the mixing of "professional literature and product design not-a-property of GAMES
WORKSHOP PLC or WHITE WOLF as evidence in fraud to abduct a child and concael the child for payment and
surrender of competition in wholly owned and separate works themed competitor products to both companies and
independent product lines collectively entitled BEYOND WAR".
Incorporated into these claims are criminal misrepresentation of the cestui que (beneficiary) to intimidate and confuse
persons of low intelligence, non-attorney persons, judges, court officers, and licensed medical professionals to obtain drugs
to inhibit the child's development and welfare in 2015 documented in medical records incorporating the fictional account by
Veronica Marie Petersen, and so made to sustain control exclusive of the parent of the child who was ordered to have
possession of such child in 2001-2020.
Evidence in these claims of medical record show a suggested explicit link between Oklahoma residents as to assert a
biological and hereditary illness of the mind; from which direct knowledge that the cestui que (beneficiary) of such trust
abused by this fraud were expressly not related by blood, the legal child of adoption in Oklahoma, and no such context
to heredity or claims to imply hereditary illness from grandparent to child possible, upon which prescription of FDA
controlled substances prohibited use on a child under the chronological age of eight (8) years was lawful; and at such time
admission of use on the child in custody of Veronica Marie Petersen without consent or legal cause since the chronological
age of five (5) years. From which such addiction and projection of a serious defect sustained in 2012 by Donald J. Beal
under oath in PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, to deny a right to an ORDER OF
PROTECTION sought by the cestui que against ongoing abuse and public fraud in concealment of the child as collateral.
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During demand for enforcement of the ORDER OF POSSESSION or return of the child by RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED stemming from 2015 threats of violence and escalating abuse to qualify as circulation of a false
prospectus of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED and of its suppliers to damage the firm in this fraud; did
the same Veronica M. Petersen assert a demand for "mental health diagnosis" conditional to release of the child to the
Oklahoma Parent - and make such demand conditional solely to her own physician already treating the child illegally in
violation of FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION regulations over the drug and in concealment of such care from the
parent or guardian having legal right to those records; and such records denied by direction of Veronica M. Petersen to
release to the cestui que of the estate named legal parent of the child and so ordered.
STATE OF TEXAS did, on notice of such abuse, demand by attorneys licensed to its courts, payment of a bribe in excess of
earnings conditional any protection, asserting the intent to arrest and terminate any rights granted by the court for a prior
CITATION FOR CONTEMPT in recovery of the child by the Oklahoma parent; in clear violation of TEXAS FAMILY
CODE §157.375, and to expose a form of quid pro quo extortion by STATE OF TEXAS against ordinary recovery, ordinary
or minimal electronic communication, and conspiracy against rights (18 USC §241) in conversion of such order to a
perpetually made "temporary" order and coercion on threat of false incarceration if the Oklahoma parent would not
immediately withdraw the lawful remedy petition "CITIATION FOR CONTEMPT" in concealment of the child.
Attorney for RACCOON TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED there did refuse to report such misconduct, and cite the court
refused to cooperate or schedule future hearings unless $2000 USD in additional funds were paid to their firm; pointing out
that the other attorney was the largest contributor to the Judge's election fund as cause, a concern suggesting lack of legal
impartiality and a bias contrary the operation of law evident in the design of order 01-17702-R in DENTON COUNTY;
then transferred from DALLAS COUNTY; and in 2017 November asserted as having remained in DALLAS COUNTY
contrary this previous action despite refusal to produce the address of service for civil process from 2001-2021 to any party
and confession of no such registration to pursue legal relief as required by law ever performed by Veronica Marie Petersen
in case 01-17702-R. Such address cited, unknown in 2001 October to the respondent and subsequent the theft by threat of
severe bodily harm to the child and on subsequent promised return in threat of severe bodily harm to the cestui que of the
estate named respondent in case 01-17702-R prior September 11th 2001 and Oct 2001 filing of false claim of
"Abandonment" after Veronica Marie Petersen did in recorded threats to CINGULAR WIRELESS CELLULAR SERVICES
using a company phone refused return to the Oklahoma limited liability company of the cestui que trust, express threat of
murder against the cestui que (beneficiary) witnessed by Kara Metzger, employee of AT&T Union offices in
DALLAS COUNTY, STATE OF TEXAS.
These threats and witness appearance were barred in 2001 by Judge DEE MILLER, citing failure of Veronica Petersen to
appear nor her attorney, and ruling her "wholly in default" while likewise refusing to admit evidence or disbar evidence of
Petersen's claims to sustain the irregular judgment and trial, barred by "KELLY v KELLY, 2007 Oklahoma Supreme
Court" held to be "automatic mistrial" by "operation of law" in State of Oklahoma and over its resident named defendant.
Veronica M. Petersen was alleged to have fled to DENTON COUNTY immediately in 2001 from the home of the child and
father, during such time as a prior arranged and fully paid business trip settling her debt exceeding $10,000 USD; and at
such time as that travel was "INTERSTATE TRAVEL" returning the cestui que to the home state and residence of the cestui
que trust and related business there from 1997-2021 in legal existence and sole primary Residency for Federal and State
purposes at-law.
All presence in DALLAS COUNTY were a fraud to deceive the court into a false belief that the cestui que had left the
home, concealing 100% of living and medical costs paid by the Oklahoma limited liability company in agreement of
matrimony and eventual relocation to State of Oklahoma at the appointed date and time of end of contract August 10th
2001. These agreements and relationship the product of prior 12 months of intimate cohabitation and support, travel to
introduce Veronica Petersen and her eldest child to family members in Oklahoma, and financial arrangement to see to her
permanent residence with her children in anticipation of matrimony to the cestui que (beneficiary) of the trust she sued.
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Actions of Veronica Petersen were identical in criminal premeditation to incitement of murder of the father of her eldest
child, whom she instructed family members in a fabricated story suggesting forced sexual contact and concealed such
identity to install violent intent toward any male she directed her anxiety and abuse toward. Family members questioned the
cestui qui of the second child regarding identity of the parent of the first, and expressed their violent plans toward the party
despite confession such conception was the result of Veronica Petersen having had intercourse with a coworker at a movie
theater job prior to retaining and sexually assaulting the cestui qui, then suffering from a serious abdominal pain indicating
acute ulcer and requesting aid to return home two-blocks away or to a hospital; which she took from DALLAS COUNTY to
DENTON COUNTY over thirty minutes away from such place, knowing such person to be intoxicated, and then did assault
after the person could not walk and state to defraud her medical condition in encouragement of obtaining conception of a
child and resultant welfare fraud from that act against the cestui que trust of her victim.
Contrary this action, did the cestui que make good faith effort to propose matrimony and fully support Veronica Petersen
from 2000 September to 2001 August abduction of the child by Veronica Marie Petersen; including enduring battery and
physical violence without provocation in psychotic rage against his living person and to his head, after which loss of hearing
and permanent loss of 20 dB in both ears was diagnosed. Veronica Petersen struck the Oklahoma parent in the head with
her fist in ambush, after inviting him over at the onset of the door, and then again in the head with an iron candle holder in
DALLAS COUNTY; and in the eye in a third incident witnessed by MATHEW DAVIS and WILLIAM WARNER, leaving
visible injury; prior a fourth strike while riding as a passenger against the cestui qui (then the driver) of the vehicle while
the older child was a passenger in Interstate 35 Northbound in OKLAHOMA COUNTY, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, at
which point Christopher Melton Maidt did witness the injury to the Oklahoma Parent and behavior of Veronica Petersen.
Christopher Maidt did then witness the abduction of the child on travel to Oklahoma City, State of Oklahoma, August 2001,
and such testimony in written deposition endorsed and filed in case FR-18-04, following witness intimidation of Kara
Metzger, Christopher Maidt, and other witnesses to disrupt the 2000-2001 trial case 01-17702-R and threaten the parties
subsequent an assault at gunpoint with facial laceration of the cestui qui in DALLAS COUNTY, STATE OF TEXAS in
November 2002, forcing the party to retreat on increasingly clear abuse themed "human trafficking" so also witnessed by
Mark Deaver (owner, Norman Computers) and a disabled client familiar with the prior abuse and fraud in 1999-2002; and
such parties remain prepared to testify to felony criminal stalking (18 USC §2261A) of the cestui qui in pattern indicative of
reasonable right to protection refused by STATE OF OKLAHOMA on confrontation in concert with the fraud in FR-18-04
during 2019, themed "VICTIMS OF A SEVERE FORM OF TRAFFICKING AND VIOLENCE ACT OF 2000" invocation
made SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION record by an incompetent STATE OF OKLAHOMA employee contracted
to assess the severity of such claims.
The employee of STATE OF OKLAHOMA and the BOARD OF EXAMINERS of such profession did, in their refusal to
admit false conviction, false statement, and rush to judgment violating 45 CFR to uphold fraud in 18 USC §666
embezzlement of TITLE IV GRANTS by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA; jointly refuse all crossexamination and witness testimony to aid this fraud openly, without reservation, and in violation of "Kelly v Kelly, 2007"
rule barring such "trial without legal relief, to impose EXCESSIVE FINES, a criminal conspiracy against rights on face".
For these reasons, the cestui que party remains in protective service of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
due threat of murder and grave bodily harm sustained in 2012-2021 publications by the unregistered labor organization
"LOSTSERVER", who have promised assault and battery to disfigure and destruction by fire of the home and office of such
person to suppress their testimony against STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, and employees of the UNITED
STATES engaged in this embezzlement of United States benefits barred by felony law (18 USC §666).
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The cestui qui holds a bachelors of science in clinical psychology; is a Presidential Merit Scholarship recipient, and
participated in HONORS CLASSES representing advanced reading and academic performance supporting the full
scholarship program and PSI CHI honors (Vice-President on graduation, President of the EAST CENTRAL UNIVERSITY
OF OKLAHOMA PSI CHI Chapter prior year) earned prior to this violence in 2001-2021.
Claims incorporated into the threats resort to suggested "ownership" of "limited liability company of Oklahoma"
membership certificates by one Alica Scarbrough, which are fraud employed prior theft of property from GARRETT BOOK
COMPANY while a courier employed by the firm of the cestui qui and at such time never an employee of W2 or 1099m
standing entitled equity, professing then to be "Alica Scarbrough d/b/a Scarbrough Designs (SDC)", an implied but
unregistered corporation then not so identified in impersonation of the real company "SHADOWDANCERS DIGITAL
PRESS (SDP)", a registered fictitious name of the Oklahoma Secretary of State rolls in commercial use since 1992, and
owner of the "STRYX" brand and marks clear and separate from GAMES WORKSHOP PLC, WHITE WOLF, ASUS
COMPUTERS (legal name: Huáshuò Diànnǎo Gǔfèn Yǒuxiàn Gōngsī; TWSE: 2357); all of whome have since used
without license or royalty the "STRIX" sound-alike and owl motif of the prior existing and in-use brand
"stryx@chickasaw.com" business cards, accounts, and property made global brand by SDA3.ORG and similar works.
The prior firms have asserted falsely a monopoly or look-and-feel claim wrongly upon "space war" and "vampire/werewolf"
fiction respectively to GAMES WORKSHOP PLC and WHITE WOLF; contrary incorporation of 3rd party protected work
subject to the research and registration and recognition of "JOHN WAGNER / CARLOS EZQUERRA" of 2000 AD
magazine (1977, no 2); and "NEAR DARK" (Oct 2nd 1977, a motion picture set in Oklahoma, produced by MGM).
Similar statements by ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES and TEK SYSTEMS to attorneys, to invoke a claim of
"monopoly" exclusive of the cestui que "RIGHT TO WORK" for dispute of this fraud, embezzlement of benefits of the
United States, hostage taking, use of a child as collateral to intimidate and disable a pre-established Oklahoma business, and
to forfeit intellectual property in a marketplace of $423 million, $1 billion, $15 billion, and $44 billion fee simple sales of
record; in concert with $2 billion average income from franchise rights also sought in explicit threats upon the concealment
and abuse of the child, to expose for-client fraud incorporating "MICROSOFT", "SPRINT", "DEUTSCHE TELEKOM",
"NTT GROUP", "TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD", "ALIBABA GROUP CO LTD", "PARADOX INTERACTIVE", "EPIC
MEGAGAMES", "RIOT GAMES", and other firms with beneficial owner equity stake by TENCENT/SOFTBANK/NTT
parties themed primary employers of the contractors engaged in this abuse in case FR-18-04 and case 01-17702-R, a child
abduction to extort for ransom under color of law and false official right; barred by 18 USC §1589 and 22 USC §7102.
As firms including AMAZON INC. and ALPHABET INC. move increasingly into this market-space, first soliciting persons
for labor and communication prior to entry as competition in services of an identical nature to parties lured into these
"unsafe communication channels" themed resource pools for community aggregation and information exchange under
presumption of ordinary privacy among visible parties; as we see in "NEW WORLD" (an Amazon Inc. multi-user game, in
association with "DOUBLE HELIX GAMES" and "AMAZON GAME STUDIOS"), workers in industries like the cestui
que are increasingly forced by monopoly practices and entrapment before competitor control and channel authority themed
"independent sovereign private parties" like TWITCH INTERACTIVE to contribute and develop communities which large
multinational enterprises then enter in direct competition for end-user time and financial resources after data-mining and
entrapment of other workers to a shared framework solicited upon "equal access and fairness to small enterprise investment
of time and resources". Damaging by result all time and investment of small innovators and contributors through
consolidation and brand assimilation to a central product owing no security or royalty to those "contributors" and "content
creators" themed "contractors (1099m, gig work under $30,000 USD per average" a component of prior "Uber" "gig-work"
and monetization of content strategies tolerated in simple courier, transportation, and unskilled labor promoted as a
"lifestyle" and "right to work" in very large order initially financed by TENCENT-SOFTBANK joint $7 billion investment
to support this fraud-as-career in United States, European Union, United Kingdom and other markets contrary labor law.
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Such conduct on examination of practice and claims appears to be an effort to install Chinese Communist Party and radical
"Nation of Japan" Socialist Party principles as-if-law in foreign jurisdiction; suggesting workers value is "null and void" in
legal and social and family context if they do not participate in "collective work" and "collective venture" under "elect-men"
- persons chosen to lead based on principle ideas of the party and popular support; contrary equity at-law as we know rights
and limitations of labor and contract today.
That such value is measured by community endorsement, not by right, as specified by Oklahoma Constitution Article
XXIII-1A "Right To Work", and installed in the community themed to have standing by the labor union or in superior
authority by appointment of the party or officers thereof, so express by their rank in civil honor and office obtained; separate
from "The Laws of the United States" or other values implied by a reading of the Constitution and the articles of
incorporation of a state or government or national charter; and subject enforcement solely by such persons of sufficient
office exclusive of the ordinary limits upon powers, authority, property, and bondage of real persons (cestui que) in claims
installed against the public trust a duty and obligation express in its inclusion owing and due all cestui que trust made by
the franchise of the state or body politic (community, business, or labor group). Including without limitation the right to
'suspend or destroy the authority of the cestui que to direct the wealth of the cestui que trust as sole holder of property or
franchise or honor to the purpose of collective or central authority goals set by the party of select-men.
A prior generation, having fought with arms and bodies and brothers lives, recognizes this conduct as "communism", an
outlawed form of government in State of Oklahoma and contrary the rule of law and guarantee of a "Republican" form of
government made in commission of United States and its government, agencies, and franchise subordinate to that form.
Whether a person call that abuse of authority to flagrantly dehumanize and invalidate persons in retaliation and to intimidate
and compel conformity as "Fascism" or covertly in promises of inclusion and collective gains exclusive of all ordinary
boundaries and limitations of a political body in a "Republic" is lip service to the same "Elements of the Philosophy of
Right" falsely carried as a theory of "cognitive psychology" by G.W.F. Hegel in 1821 wrongly themed a "medical practice"
made to suit the laws and authority of the king, State, and academic elect (select-men).
These are not generalities, but rather questions of "Right to Work" and "Genocide" in bold unashamed threats of arson and
execution in the case of FR-18-04 and case 01-17702-R unregistered labor activity themed "LOSTSERVER" workers acts.
Expressly, in the overt dilution of facts using mass communication platforms such as HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
and related secure formats (HTTPS) in concert with technology to circulate and expose to audiences in concealment of the
court and ordinary investigation a theory of law and government contrary our "Guarantee of a Republican Form of
Government" which is no different than the "Letter of Marque and Reprisal", and for value in job roles having privileged
access to very large private data and sensitive information whose wages are $150,000 USD per year on average and treble
the ordinary "skilled labor" wage in most of the United States in other fields and industries.
Conditions of this make recruiting unskilled labor support easy to such causes and retaliation against skilled workers and
equity owners, original content creators, and developers of scientific and academic technology with military and industrial
applications; to the extent ordinary civil procedure is wholly evaded and abandoned by unconventional warfighters acting
under color of "collective welfare" and similar "social justice" claims - a fraud to excuse robbery, rape, murder, and
wholesale destruction of ordinary title and protected relationships between family and community.
When viewed at a distance, such movements appear social and political - perhaps in context to protected speech - but in
overt and specific acts it is genocide, war crimes prohibited all civilized conflict, and an assault which when sustained and
upheld by willful fraud or wrong of strict liability or similar abandonment of duty a fundamental injury to obtain rights not
ordinary, illegal under International convention of law in all cases among Sovereign powers and all persons as "ex injuria
jus non oritur" (a right may not arise from an injury done).
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Production of a generation of labor by "THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION" and corrupt abuse of
the certification and union-oriented activity of State education to maximize these benefits in offset of impractical and
frankly unobtainable goals pledged a value of mandatory schooling and education in free market competition; has installed a
criminal culture of disregard for ordinary rule of law and presumption that such activity is "without consequence beyond
success, a game theory, and eligible for criminal conduct and organized abuse which the economy of the courts both shall
and do tolerate to create avenues of exploitation and embezzlement well known among the public and low-skill workers."
Aided by foreign cultural support incorporating financial gains on monopoly and monarchy patent of economic opportunity,
the ability of the United States to compete against this in an Information Era affording easy access and recruiting to foreign
and unregistered labor organization is a deficit enabling widespread criminal conduct, exploitation to export beyond the
jurisdiction of local and State authority, and a security situation for technology specialists on par with wartime footing.
In short, we have been compelled to operate in covert and compartmentalized activity in order to protect consumer
technology from wanton export without license and infringement of a premeditated and unprecedented industrial degree;
automation in such attacks which local and State law enforcement disclaim as beyond their means to combat and thus "noncrimes and imagined injury" unjustly sustained in criminal omission of reports and refusal of simple public duty.
Where such claims are then incorporated into "THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF TEXAS" using spoliation of
record to sustain status quo narratives of populist TITLE IV GRANT fraud and embezzlement of benefits of the United
States; those claims become a toxic and fatal injury to the Justice System of the United States and "The Laws of the United
States" which cannot bear any restoration of loss of capital, public investor and consumer confidence, and damage for
dilution of marks and claims themed PATENT by "operation of law" to include identity, reputation, and public name in use
to damage the commercial franchise of cestui que and their respective cestui que trust in our present markets.
"The General Welfare Clause" has been purposefully and criminally misinterpreted to set aside the presumption of superior
individual rights and reservations, themed the "square" of "inherent rights" for which suspension is and ought to be
obligated the criminal burden of proof and right to jury trial wholly denied in case 01-17702-R and case FR-18-04; to
suggest the benefit to the many and the confidence in the system is of superior value to the injury to any one, or minority.
The right to trial, when mitigated to a duration of hours or days, in a matter of repetitive injury spanning years or decades,
has no legal capacity or authority to suggest to suit a narrative of ideal and simplified claims the extent to which injury is
real or imagined without calling even a single witness over 2001-2021 to affirm the resistance of victims to violence.
The victims of such abuse, denied the right to trial in ordinary time (18 USC §3161) is by right entitled "default judgment"
as the State and its franchise are "wholly in default" as is their initial motion December 2001, a presumption of authority
and debt in subsequent acts not afforded any semblance of lawful operation or "legal life", null and void in every act.
Claims to the "full faith and credit" on such facts as 01-17702-R "(petitioner) wholly in default" affirm in the 21st Century
a collapse of the United States government to its minimal duty not performed in August 11th 2001; on face of those facts
and delay to conceal a child in spoliation of all patent, trademark, and copyright registration that followed those acts.
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"Allodium", n. (17c) An estate held in fee simple absolute. -- Also spelled alodium - Also termed alod; alode.
"In this country, one who has full ownership of land is said to own it allodially -- that is, free of feudal services and
incidents." (Thomas F. Bergin & Paul G. Haskell, Preface to Estates in Land and Future Interest 18 - 1d ed. 1984).
"Allod", n. (18c) Hist. 1. The domain of a household. --- Also spelled alod. 2. ALLODIUM.
For this reason, has the cestui que (Beneficiary) moved the court grant registration or escalate the case to the UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE for registry by authority the declaration of "Allodium" in separation from the United
States all lands, property, persons both real and legal, monies, accounts, and enterprises of the injured party in case FR-1804 for formal separation from the State and United States all claims and authority with immunity of diplomatic right, a
"guest of the United States" and status of a "Domestic Government" and "Domestic Nation" declared in contest to the 2018
November to October 1st 2021 delay of trial and suspension of "cross examination" a requirement of "due process" made by
"Kelly v Kelly (2007, OK Sup Court)", in addition to $8 million USD in punitive fine for barratry (21 O.S. 21-550) wrongly
filed violating 45 CFR 303.6 maximum fine of $1000 USD in 32 months without trial obligated due process or default.
Claim by STATE OF TEXAS that such defense a right to protection endorsed by United States on International Compact
themed a Treaty per "UNIFORM DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS" and violations therein a duty on pain of war
crime complaint; a sufficient incentive to disbar suggested competency fraud further implied a right of restraint for ninety
(90) days without trial held in written demand repeatedly relied upon to kidnap, conceal, and abuse a child and business
existing prior to the child's conception.
Those threats, express in confession of the CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF TEXAS in Article I section 15 and 15a,
are in no way afforded defense by Article I section 1, having prior accepted in-consideration $720,000,000 USD per year
from 2001-2021 for compliance with 45 CFR in 2017 February and later made legal claim in FR-18-04 on present law and
to rectify the debt and claims and payments for the duration between the parties, who are cestui que trust franchises of
UNITED STATES made subcontracted franchise of STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA respectively.
Further, that such franchise, themed entitlement of "private persons" are in fact workers of record both in the industry and
against each other upon which the fraud revolves a central "competency fraud to disable RIGHT TO WORK" of the
Oklahoma cestui que (Beneficiary) and their cestui que trust (estate named respondent in both legal actions).
Where such action shave been illegally and criminally extended to enjoin RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED by name and indication and threats of a criminal nature, suggesting a right to seek damages by loss
of business and "to ruin" RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED in cooperation with Veronica M. Petersen
as stated by Brian Young, KEIF-LP Enid (an NPR Affiliate Employee; fined $10,000 USD and de-registered for cause);
There is such claim and injury to suggest "private person" rights raised first by TEXAS in barratry against the trust of
the officers of such firm a direct assault on the RIGHT TO WORK and prohibited at law by her cesuit que trust,
petitioner in FR-18-04.
Any right of remedy by "writ of deceit" by STATE OF TEXAS or STATE OF OKLAHOMA or UNITED STATES is of no
consideration to the injury and damages due in restitution to address such fraud publicly and to each point of fraud in claim,
and separate legal action for Veronica Marie Petersen to consider in consequence to a fraud against the heir of the
Witherspoon estate and family of Oklahoma; for which sufficient cause in medical record of serious medical injury is
evident on discovery by licensed investigation of claims by our office and through proper channels themed an ongoing
criminal fraud in menace and injury to our employees, protected there under 22 O.S. 22-31 rule.
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Where such parties, themed UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS who in recent and 2001-2021 activity have sought to
violate 47 USC §230 subsection (c) rule negotiated and lobbied by the cestui que in 1996 on behalf of our own vendors; to
suggest that such parties at law be "private persons" entitled immunity to conduct business contrary the Laws of the United
States and fundamental protections a product of civil contract (tort) made by "TERMS OF SERVICE (ToS)", a contract
suggested to violate "Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII-1A, XXIII-8, and XXIII-9" are fraud not permitted and "null
and void" in their making or execution - the Supreme Law of the United States and State of Oklahoma so made (Oklahoma
Constitution Article I section I-1).
Corporations are not "private persons", nor any right guaranteed by the United States Constitution or that of any State may
suggest or assert a right to waive those protections for consideration or agreement; and such contract clause is "void" per the
law of contracts enjoining any Resident of the State of Oklahoma or Oklahoma Territory, or any member State pursuant to
the clause of the Federal Constitution, Article IV section 2 paragraph 1.
The assertion that Corporations of the United States, or those acting in the jurisdiction of the United States supersede "The
Laws the United States" or "The Supreme Law" is false, foreign law, and alien to the United States jurisdiction by
commission, a duty not eligible for any State or Federal employee or agency or body to waive contrary a Constitutional
Amendment to alter fundamentally "The Constitution of the United States" and in separate action "The Constitution of the
State of Oklahoma", so themed the Supreme Law of the Land and articles of organization granting franchise to such body, a
"CORPORATION OF THE UNITED STATES" at-law.
Further, that any body which shall allege legal contract (tort) whether UNILATERAL or BILATERAL in nature, be valid
which is contrary such claim; is patently false.
Ergo, foreign CORPORATIONS acting in INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE or in the guise of domestic registered parties
in INTERSTATE COMMERCE or INTRASTATE COMMERCE, are subject all rules and regulations, laws, and
Constitutional Language notwithstanding any agreement by other parties to the contrary, and such clause that would enjoin
the parties is both "null and void" in the making as it is in effect of any consequence that would restrain such claims.
This is especially essential in the "1st Amendment" right of "association", equally and fundamentally valued as the speech:
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES - FIRST AMENDMENT
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances."
As in express and criminal detail to stalk, identify, contact, abuse, and harass to damage personal and professional
relationships in the prior 01-17702-R case over 2001-2021 in MySpace, Facebook, Twitter, Craigslist, and two separate
instances in ICANN registration of the cestui que name to damage work and public rights in 2002-2004 and 2011 sustain
the criminal intent to harm or extinguish professional and personal right-of-relationship in broad scope enumerated in 76
O.S. §76-8 rights, to warrant the failure of UNITED STATES and STATE OF OKLAHOMA and STATE OF TEXAS to act
a criminal omission of felony injury constituting 18 USC §241 and §242 wrongdoing in exjuris treatment of the parties to
deny 15 USC §1692d protection wholly, damage permanently the righ tot peaceable assembly, and to disbar ordinary
"remonstrance" (petition to Government) on the grounds of a criminal narrative themed on exemptions of THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF TEXAS - Article I section 15 and 15a, a fraud per 5 USC §556 and §706.
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Where, like George W. F. Hegel, the State or its employees should ever seek to engage in commingling of "mental health"
and "objection of a violation of legal right, a remonstrance" - as we are witnessing in radical DEMOCRATIC PARTY
media, propaganda, and social media platforms themed UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS; there is "rebellion",
"insurrection", and "open revolt" (18 USC §2383) which exceeds mere sedition (18 USC §2384); to suggest lynching of the
cestui que (Beneficiary) and cestui que trust (legal person, an estate at law anatural in construction a legal fiction).
Illiteracy is not a competent legal defense - as in the misuse or intent to select-men some defense - the employment of "final
judgment" in TEXAS FAMILY CODE §157.261, and its obligation to employment enjoining STATE OF TEXAS and
STATE OF OKLAHOMA and all other member States of the Union to such rule by Black's Law Dictionary 12th Edition
(corpus juris secundum) to end fully and finally any obligation sought from the cestui que trust or its cestui que
(Beneficiary) demands brought by Veronica M. Petersen, a living person, or her estate (VERONICA MARIE PETERSEN)
or derived estates concealed by this fraud in marriage or other change of name. This is evident in 42 USC §666(a)(9)(A):
(9)Procedures which require that any payment or installment of support under any child support order, whether
ordered through the State judicial system or through the expedited processes required by paragraph (2), is (on and
after the date it is due)—
(A) a judgment by operation of law, with the full force, effect, and attributes of a judgment of the State,
including the ability to be enforced,
(B) entitled as a judgment to full faith and credit in such State and in any other State, and
(C) not subject to retroactive modification by such State or by any other State;

Prior consideratin of cause in "oepration of law" to follow, the rule is enjoining all member States (B) in such case ("final
judgment") and neither STATE OF TEXAS (home state) or other State may modify retroactively such "final judgment"
made by TEXAS LAW obligated the FR-18-04 rule afforded UIFSA (Rev 2008) rule, to bind over the States to apply the
$500 sum and suspend any claim to follow July 1 2002 as a fraud in each count, 18 USC §666 felony embezzlement concealment of which is a further felony (18 USC §2071) in formal record not disclaimed on such finding and rule made.
This is a classic case of a State not "getting what it wants" by design or fraud, and resorting to domestic violence themed
acts of war to obtain it from the public (cestui que) under color of law and abuse of public office at every step, a fraud.
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Further is this rule defined by the language:
operation of law. (17c) The means by which a right or a liability is created for a party regardless of the party's
actual intent <because the court didn't rule on the motion for rehearing within 30 days, it was overruled by
operation of law>.
final judgment. (18c) A court's last action that settles the rights of the parties and disposes of all issues in
controversy, except for the award of costs (and, sometimes, attorney's fees) and enforcement of the judgment.
Citing there in 42 USC §666(a)(9)(A) rule "a judgment by operation of law" and "final judgment" by TEXAS FAMILY
CODE §157.261, so made to end all claims at-law;
(a) A child support payment not timely made constitutes a final judgment for the amount due and owing, including
interest as provided in this chapter.
(b) For the purposes of this subchapter, interest begins to accrue on the date the judge signs the order for the
judgment unless the order contains a statement that the order is rendered on another specific date.
Whereby "failure to pay July 1 2002 on a May 29 2002 order executed the final judgment for the amount due and owing,
themed there $500 USD only, and such balance did not obtain a lawful right to accrue interest unless the judge signed the
order for the judgment; but such judgment a final judgment was made by operation of law a separate and sole order
ending all other previous claims to the case 01-17702-R". While this is "fucking stupid" as a Legislative act of a competent
State to have made law, contrary all suggested claim of "child support" being a legal obligation of 25% of disposable
income subject immediate modification per 45 CFR 302.56(f) and Federal Register Volume 81 No 244 the "public policy"
recognized as sole policy since 1991 per the prior December 16 2016 notice in Federal Register, the legal journal of all
public law and Legislative acts enjoining the member States and duties made so given formal SERVICE OF PROCESS
done on publication; and any remedy then not employed by STATE OF TEXAS or STATE OF OKLAHOMA to contest.
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It would therefore appear on a cursory examination by a competent officer of the UNITED STATES that such order is both
"fully paid" and overpayment subject refund per 45 CFR §303.100(a)(3) and §303.100(a)(8) rule.
45 CFR §303.100(a)
...
(3) The total amount to be withheld under paragraphs (a)(1), (a)(2) and, if applicable, (f)(1)(iii) of this section may
not exceed the maximum amount permitted under section 303(b) of the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C.
1673(b)).
...
(8) The State must have procedures for promptly refunding to noncustodial parents amounts which have been
improperly withheld.
Contest to suggest 15 USC §1673 is both not-applicable to demands and enforcement, as is it illegal to seek more than twoconsecutive terms in CITATIION FOR CONTEMPT against the cestui que trust or cestui que is criminal (21 O.S. §21-551)
activity by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA jointly in FR-18-04, a case themed civil in PONTOTOC
COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, wrongly sustained to obtain $70,000 USD and unlimited pledge
in violation of UNITED STATES payment in-consideration of $44 billion USD from 2001-2021, and $2.2 billion USD per
year in 2022-future.
Suggestion that 45 CFR §303.100(a)(8) "procedures" simply be to deny the existence of the law or 45 CFR rule, and refuse
while portraying the cestui que as non compos mentis is both perfidy and criminal beyond the pale.
Allodium and fines ($8 million USD) are therefore both warranted and necessary in addition to 31 USC §3729(a) qui tam
award to the cestui que for injury to resist fraud over 2001-2021 forfeiture and extortion in felony embezzlement and 18
USC §666 violation, component of 18 USC §1589 and 22 USC §7102 abuse prohibited at law, a defense entitled UIFSA
and §15 USC §1692d and §1692n duty of the States not performed.
Pursuant to the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma, Article II section II-7 and in denial sustained contrary II-2.
SECTION II-7
Due process of law.
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.
SECTION II-2
Inherent rights.
All persons have the inherent right to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and the enjoyment of the gains of their
own industry.
Twenty (20) years is quite a long time to wait for jury trial, and a criminal act if true in any omission or failure to seat a jury.
The legal question is therefore not one of "Constitutional language" solely, but of evasion to conceal a fraud in conspiracy
by two legal persons (STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA) to evade a duty and dishonor a debt fully owed and
due, payable to the cestui que trust or in light of such abuse directly to the cestui que (Beneficiary, a natural persons).
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Where such rule, provided in definitions by Blacks Law Dictionary (12th Ed) physical hardback copy ISBN 978-1-53922975-9, is necessary to hammer down the "insurrectionist doubletalk and criminal mens rea evident to a juvenile review",
there should be no daylight between State and Federal law in protection against such abuse or cause for populist support to
dissuade and misdirect the court from execution of its property duty breve de recto (right of recovery) and breve de recto
patens (right of highest writ of recovery) over a child, estate, name, and civil honors impaired by such conspicuous abuse.
It should not have required the criminal conviction for "substance abuse" of one party in 2004 to briefly stop the ICANN
registration abuse of the cestui que during taking for concealment of his proven child to effect protection; nor a finding of
"emotional abuse" in civil wrongdoing brought by Veronica Petersen against the same conspirator without performance of
duty to restore contact there also a clear obligation concealed by STATE OF TEXAS; and such threats of murder and
sabotage "to ruin" RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES in 2010 October by Brian Young of KEIF-LP Enid, not ignored until
Brian Young was indicted for similar threats to murder two other women in 2018 in Enid Oklahoma.
At onset of civil wrongdoing in theft by check by Alica Scarbrough, these persons in association concealing the child of the
cestui que should have been removed from contact with the child and the child restored to the Oklahoma parent as breve de
cursu (writ of course) for the "wholly in default" finding December 2001 against Veronica Marie Petersen. Failure to do so
suggests serious felony violation of equal protection in 42 USC §1981 whereby the rights of the cestui que were wholly
violated in contravention with Oklahoma Constitution Article II-36A (equality of gender and natal gender before the law).
Denial of Jury Trial in case 01-17702-R for twenty (20) years over two States and in violation of ordinary sole jurisdiction
to hear a UIFSA complaint of "fraud" obligated answer in "Fast and Speedy Trial (18 USC §3161) is clearly evident; and
violation of "The Constitution of the State of Texas, Article I section 15, clause 1" evident, in suspension of the duty:
"The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate."
Especially where the cause in action is exclusively criminal in State of Oklahoma, the home State and Residence of the
cestui qui for whom the threat suggested felony wrongdoing in abandonment of a child or spouse not resultant or justified
by his own actions or decisions, separation under threat of murder and repeated physical violence, threat of false arrest on
charges invented by Iva Petersen and Veronica Petersen, and such claims admitted in written public statements to be
baseless during incitement to injure and intimidate the Oklahoma parent from reunification and communication with their
only child for twenty (20) years in fraud before the State, public, and the child.
That the DEMOCRATIC PARTY of any State or Federal organization has uttered support to these claims or paid monies
from the public trust on cause of such fraud even in one instance, should warrant their disbarment and suspension of
members from future suffrage for a period of time no less than treble the duration lost in case 01-17702-R or the lifetime of
the debt themed by OAG in "forgiveness of the opposing party sole means of relief" afforded in recorded conversation.
These tactics, to suggest "ad hominem" (to character) a qualification of "parental right" or "companionship and
communication" to disqualify any person from the relationship and ordinary communication to install the rights and beliefs
and values of a people, are beyond mere technical "suffrage (vote)" in private commercial equity (stock, shareholder votes)
or public trust (public office and public questions). They are, as outlined by G.W.F. Hegel in "Elements of the Philosophy
of Right" (1821) a basis of political and public power encroaching on the medical practice to imply defect of character by
dissent or remonstrance contrary popular sentiment and "settled science" under majority or authority, the very basis of
movements in mass genocide for which the term genocide (a crime) was defined at-law in "THE CONVENTION ON THE
PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIME OF GENOCIDE", a United States Treaty (and thus, Supreme Law).
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We observe, in dutiful study of TWITCH INTERACTIVE, YOUTUBE INC., and FACEBOOK INC. these same trends in
populist "Hegelian Dialectic" (Socialism) prescribed wrongly as-domestic-law. Major media outlets "CNN" and "MSNBC"
and on increasing frequency also "FOX NEWS" repeat these falsehoods as-if-fact and prescribed-public address; retreating
to fictitious claims of a right in "entertainment purposes only, not legal advice" to monetize and incite violence based on
pejorative language and character abuse which are less than a micron from the extremism of the 20th Century.
dialectic, n.(16c) 1. A school of logic that teaches critical examination of the truth of an opinion, esp. by discussion
or debate. * The method was applied by ancient philosophers, such as Plato and Socrates, primarily in the context
of conversational discussions involving questions and answers, and also by more modern philosophers, such as
Immanuel Kant, who viewed it as a theory of fallacies, and G.W.F. Hegel, who applied the term to his philosophy
proceeding from thesis, to antithesis, to synthesis. 2. An argument made by critically examining logical
consequences. 3. A logical debate. 4. A disputant; a debater. Pl. dialectics.
Hegelian Dialectics, thus defined by the cestui que complaints produced to our witness and RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED asserting key abuses by G.W.F. Hegel wrongly implied as "truth" or in assertion as sole valid claim
"legal determination" exclusive of evidence or fact or other rights not themed valid by Hegel and his followers (Hitler,
Stalin, Mao Zedung, Xi Jinping); suggest that abuse and invalidating language themed "pejorative" and wrongly employed
by contemporary students of this school of radical foreign legal theory to the United States charter as persuasive to disclaim
the coercive and abusive elements ordinarily recognized by competent professionals as blackmail, extortion, and illegal
implied threat of harm or injury or other violence (physical or economic injury) themed real injury by U.S. Law.
Hegelian Dialectics incorporates key elements of narcissism and narcissistic abuse as if normalized, substituting a
collective good or cause for the malformed ego in superior right over individual rights and protections disclaimed as
inferior or subject conditional endorsement of a group or outside authority to enjoy protection asserted and claims not
arising from outside source themed authoritative and subject acceptance and approval of the interrogator solely.
This sort of conduct, in concert with "passive aggressive" behavior including concealment of conclusions and inference to
label and invalidate without disclosure such claims as if a genuine objection and cross-examination of conclusions were
already performed and settled; is indicative of the mass hysteria that irresponsible misuse and abuse of powers wrongly
construed an exclusive and broad final authority contrary express language of 47 USC §230(c) and related law deny as
retaliation and discrimination by "Internet service providers" in 1996 law then lobbied by the cestui que against such abuse.
Abuse in this case (01-17702-R) to remove a gatekeeper and substitute such stewards and other officers of the UNITED
STATES with persons complicit with foreign theory of law is evident in this abuse, delay, and public attack upon the "right
to work" and "reputation" of the cestui que and estate in this case; for resistance to such foreign Sovereign takeover and
imposition of foreign theory of law not a right or franchise extended to privately held securities or corporations, businesses,
or registered entities of the United States INTERSTATE COMMERCE programs and monopoly, a patent right making such
performance subject to the limitations of the Supreme Law and "Laws of the United States" both in public and private
communication, from which these foreign-affiliated foreign commingling regulatory bodies now operate, suggesting failure
to make public trade of their securities entitle them to a "Sovereign Right" to editorialize and alter works and content of
individual persons wrongly and contrary conditional grant of "right of publicity" not eligible negotiation by laypersons; and
contrary the solicitation of equal protection and access themed laws of the domestic home of such persons and the
company not conditional any foreign market or foreign presence in which the company operate or grant access.
Where Hegelian Dialectics would suggest the community and its elect-men (or persons, were they so offended to be named
or gendered as-such, a class regardless gender thereof) may suggest a Sovereign-like authority contrary the home-state of
the parent corporation and physical server(s) or jurisdiction; the cestui que assert solely that as a franchise of UNITED
STATES, they are obligated solely and exclusively to United States Law and "Supreme Law", and any rights afforded the
member States or Territories so also "Supreme Law" contrary their "civil terms" and to void such terms a Law already.
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The prior offends, contradicts, and subjugates CORPORATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES to the "franchise" status of
UNITED STATES, and such government body in legal person the agency and anatural person so made by the Articles of
Incorporation or Organization of such nation, "The Constitution of the United States" and any rider agreements set forth in
Article IV section 2 clause 1 such as "The Constitution of the State of Oklahoma" (of 1907 and as amended, at law).
The Retroactive Clause, so found in "The Constitution of the State of Oklahoma", Article I section 1, furthers this link and
enjoin the United States and all franchise and agency thereof to subbordinate itself to those rules in context to the cestui que
and to their implied rights express in the actions in INTERSTATE COMMERCE and other communications rights themed
patent of the United States or its government, as stated:
SECTION I-1
Supreme law of land.
The State of Oklahoma is an inseparable part of the Federal Union, and the Constitution of the United States is the
supreme law of the land.
"The Constitution of the United States", a document, is therefore incorporated into all rights of State of Oklahoma and its
residents, including Federal Constitution Article IV section 2 clause 1:
The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States.
STATE OF TEXAS, by virtue of its obligation to UIFSA and in-consideration fully paid per TITLE IV GRANT in Federal
Register Volume 81 No 244, has agreed by act of its "local government", the authority invested such power to treat and
enjoin State of Texas and the people thereof, fully with 45 CFR and all protections afforded to the cestui que in travel into
and out of the State of Texas from State of Oklahoma (his home State) including protection from duties, taxes, and fines on
articles obtained in movement or relocation of such goods (his child, chattle) and to not interfere in the rights (possession)
of such property themed by his Article II State Constitutional rights "Inherent Rights" already, prior DALLAS COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF TEXAS asserting some claim to deny or conceal his living child or the estate made for the
child on his prior signature to receive the child for placement in his foreign address during such time as registered release
May 2001, five (5) months before onset of civil suit on perjury and false cause filed by Veronica Marie Petersen.
Statements of attorneys to suggest "no rights" exist unless these terms and debt be accepted, are thus violation of 76 O.S.
§76-8 rights defined in Title 76 of State of Oklahoma Law; a fraud by the TEXAS BAR ASSOCIATION and OKLAHOMA
BAR ASSOCIATION contrary clause in the written terms voiding the "child support obligation" as of first payment of $500
USD, also a gross use of language contrary stated intent, which by "operation of law" again voids any demand on the
cestui que trust or cestui que (beneficieary) in cursory examination of the document and Blacks Law Dictionary, de facto
corpus juris secundum for all disputes and terms at-law and a UNILATERAL contract biforcated by its design to render the
enjoined party entitled to claim contrary the definition implied by the party upon such established and agreed terms rule.
You don't have to be a "corporate attorney" or "legal counsel" for corporate regulatory compliance in internal affairs to see
this is a document which contains "fatal defect":
defect, n. (15c) An imperfection or shortcoming, esp. in a part that is essential to the operation or safety of a
product.
fatal defect. (18c) A serious defect capable of nullifying a contract.
patent defect. (1967) A defect that is apparent to a normally observant person, esp. a buyer on a reasonable
inspection.
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While this misuse of language in context to obligations subject Federal (42 USC §666(a)(9)) "operation of law", the refusal
of STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA to acknowledge the patent defect of "irregular judgment" and
"wholly in default petitioner" while sustaining a cause at-law in suppression of trial by jury and rejection of witness
testimony and obligations of maximum fines affirm not only "fatal defect" still subject full force at-law and in all member
states, with refund; but further mens rea to suggest conspiracy to conceal such defect in favor of $44 billion USD in TITLE
IV GRANTS predicated on such concealment of remedy and rights from victims of a serious interstate fraud.
This consistent "intent as law" further suggested outside of the restraint of UIFSA to disbar its effect wholly then a perfidy
of STATE OF TEXAS to ever comply in any meaningful way or offer "fair trial" whatsoever to persons in their courts in
whole and all jurisdictions subject to the OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL in this matter at law, is consistent with
"Hegelian Dialectic" socialist legal theory, an alien theory to the "Guarantee of a Republican form of Government".
As we study the inherent defect in TWITCH INTERACTIVE, formerly "JUSTIN.TV" of STATE OF TEXAS, a company
sold to AMAZON INC. from 2017-2021; RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED has observed and documented
this broad misconception of law to suggest "intent" and "rule of majority" contrary any ordinary tort or civil contract;
including release of elect-persons from penalties and bans for sexual exposure to minors without charge or indictment; use
of persons to market material for sexual performance to minors, and a pattern of such abuse in other sponsor complaints
concerning placement of alcoholic beverages before minors and with clear intent to sell services incorporating alcohol and
sexual images to children under the chronological age of 18 and to those under the age of 14 by design.
FACEBOOK INC. has, in similar conduct, protected homosexual acts and images and other promotion of sexual content on
its INSTAGRAM impression toward minors and the public; while incorporating images to abuse and damage the cestui que
for objection to the ABLE COMMISSION and other agencies in duty of office and on report of threats of human trafficking
and violence made in first person to his witness; a pattern of criminal conduct and retaliation for such report by employees
including bans of accounts and business services during existing bans to suppress commercial access to publics in influence
of Federal election of the Office of the President of the United States and at other times in similar abuse, sometimes up to 12
months prior in times of retaliation indicating in-depth research to "find cause" beyond ordinary or present context of
dispute or public disagreement.
Where such platforms solicit advertising from RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED or other UNITED
STATES CORPORATIONS or disregarded entities such as the Oklahoma limited liability company for promise of inclusion
and equity in equal protection to answer sustained fraudulent claims related the incitement of violence and concealment of
family members upon the same platforms to damage INTERSTATE COMMERCE and INTERNATIONAL TRADE; those
acts are false solicitation and entrapment. In one instance, in 2017, all monies paid for advertising in an "English Speaking
Country" were directed and expended exposure credit in MEXICO; without refund or relief, a fraud for other speech themed
to warrant retaliation against the cestui que or their trust and business activity.
When such conduct by employees of a UNITED STATES CORPORATION is dismissed or publicly asserted as "Sovereign
Immunity" in standards contrary the protection of the United States or Laws of the United States to injure a child or parent
or sustain concealment of a hostage, as they were in 2009-2021 on FACEBOOK INC.; or in hundreds of images used to that
effect to injure and deceive the public while engaging in competitive business practices overseas; those parties lose the
protection of corporate immunity from the acts in concert and by abuse of their privilege as a lawfully operating corporation
of the United States, and any government or agency who protect those actions becomes alien to the Laws of the United
States in benefit and privileges conditioned their subordination to the terms and use of such authority, a "franchise"
commissioned by the UNITED STATES, and such rule unconditional the approval or support of UNITED STATES to retain
statutory and Constitutional protections from real injury and injury to natural persons by design or abuse.
The extent to which the 1099m "Contractors" portrayed as "Affiliates" and "Partners" acting in agency of such UNITED
STATES CORPORATIONS fail to comprehend or acknowledge these rules of law is beyond civil negligence.
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The design of such ad hoc "gig" work, themed in Uber to disjoin the United States Laws from UNITED STATES and
member State government franchise and commerce; is evident in this 2001-2021 development of contrary claims and
resistance to ordinary protection themed regulations conditioned all franchise in business activity and regular registration.
Those 1099m workers, products of the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION and other programs, are not
fit to function as independent operators of media platforms or in public performance to minors, and by their conduct
dispense routine medical and psychological and legal advice to the injury of underage minors, labor relations, and against
the ordinary and minimal regulatory requirements of communication by a business or labor in the United States.
While ownership of a business is not restricted to a license or certification, the ease at which the very large foreign financed
firms are engaging unskilled 1099m contractors to dilute the obligations and liability of ordinary and daily activity; brings
to mind the image of Circus Acts prior to regulation and enforcement of basic protections for animal welfare. Activity
ranges from abuse to overt criminal organization and incitement of violence not a right of public claims or mass
communication; and little if any real liability for such conduct even where fear of serious injury or loss of property or harm
arise from the misuse of such tools and low-standard of identity in user access to incorporate broad and "hate based"
harassment along political and economic lines aimed at deplatforming and disabling persons to interfere with suffrage and
community "RIGHT TO WORK".
While these issues cannot be dealt with due foreign jurisdiction, those firms in the United States are obligated to comply.
Further, where such platforms and failure to act or disregard all conduct upon the Internet due to inter-jurisdiction disputes
and community focus on domestic and offline criminal threats is already incentive to dispose of improperly all claims and
records of more serious abuse, the real aspects of human trafficking and organized interference among such "influencers"
and their platforms policies against certain Constitutional Rights is evident in medical, psychological, and fundamental
privacy rights exceeding the minimal condition to declare such activity "civil insurrection and organization" against the
good order of the Laws of the United States and its courts and real businesses and franchises.
Cursory examination shows that, contrary the "entertainment" and "idle fantasy multi-user-game" principle of such content,
real political will and support including financial money laundering and sex-for-favors is growing in increasing "sex work"
promotion to minors as a legitimate avenue of commercial equity necessary to enjoy basic legal and financial security
against increasing changes in our trade and public commerce needs for skilled and specialized career tracks. To the extent
that public abuse and over-reliance on licensed persons to suspend ordinary resistance and objection to fraud is evident in
"medical", "legal", and "psychological" claims falsely communicated as a right to coerce and force procedures upon persons
and to invalidate the reservation of religious consent and exemption in statements by State of New York, who suggested just
this Thursday September 30th 2021 that "all organized religions have accepted the course of action, so no individual may
object under religious exemption" as if the organized religions of registry were a patent monopoly and limited to election by
the public, a fraud contrary both the State of Oklahoma and State of Texas registered Constitutional limitations.
Claims of this nature, in broad and national scope as-if-law subjecting others to abuse or use of their body for labor, medical
practice by persons other than their own physician, or to require it to enjoy work and equal opportunity to the public trust;
are critical abuses signaling a tremendous deficiency in the public trust and its stewardship against such sedition.
Long themed wrongly a "State Sovereignty" question at-law, these issues are exposing as did case 01-17702-R, the serious
threat to the "Guarantee of a Republican Form of Government" and to overthrow "The Laws of the United States" by
commercial force in foreign interest and unregulated foreign investment in domestic franchises of the United States.
Where kidnapping and child abuse, sexual solicitation of minors, and other prohibited trade are openly monetized while
United States does nothing but praise its capital gains and revenue, we are not bound or enjoined to regard it as a nation.
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"The Laws of the United States", as 588 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-647 affirmed, enjoin the UNITED STATES and its
employees, as well as employees of the many member States without defense afforded by Sovereign Immunity or
"Qualified Immunity" a lesser franchise of the same fraud.
The prohibitions on the civil courts power to coerce surrender of property not "income" paid fee simple to the estate in
future, disbarring any property purchased prior or property purchased by exempt funds in prior cycles, is established in 586
U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091 oral pronouncement of judgment for the Unanimous Supreme Court of the United States
by Just. Ginsburg; to define expressly what EXCESSIVE FINES and 14th Amendment limits on labor imply and demand in
limitations both to the State Courts and Federal Courts.
Where these abuses, carried in threat of powers not used to imply no case a good use of the power of the Federal Court in
"MARK BITARA et al v UNITED STATES" appeal for relief in cause 01-17702-R, themed unconstitutional on hearing of
the same defense found void in all causes by the UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT (2019), the matter is express and a
"continuing wrong" from which no peace or return to peace is possible without full restitution and "Allodium" an
increasing component of such award a duty to affirm by loss of physical territory on failure to act some penalty beyond the
fiat currency of the United States Dollar subject later inflationary debt-based spending ($20+ Trillion USD now, due vote
for increase without future revenues to back such claim a fraud on face not subject to any rational UNITED STATES
CITIZEN (cestui que trust) or the real natural person against whom the labor is suggested in fraud by central banking and
contrary the prior rules so made, victim of such fraud in cestui que (Beneficieary of such Trust).
When our children (chattle) are taken at birth to satisfy such fraud, abuse, and derogatory Hegelian Dialectic claims,
suggesting an obligation of monetary award to society in-consideration for services rendered by the government and paid
for already in taxation and without full representation by discharge of the right to bring remonstrance to the Representative
of the 117th Congress or other members on sole cause of TITLE IV GRANT or TITLE IV AGENCY a component in
such $44 billion fraud, violation of 45 CFR rule, and overt abuse with incorporated violence of a foreign sovereign power in
commercial competition component to our RIGHT TO WORK - there can be no suggestion of legitimacy in such debt.
For these reasons, "Allodium" and a new national Declaration, incorporated with demand for registration as a peer in
"Sovereign standing, normal relations" with the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE are formally necessary, 3
years into domestic abuse by STATE OF OKLAHOMA and 20 years in abuse by STATE OF TEXAS; a fraud barred by 5
USC §706 from application or suspension of habeas corpus and due process not met in 18 USC §3161 duty; a civil
obligation prohibiting such claim per 15 USC §1692d and §1692g violation, refused all relief by the States in perpetuation
of criminal fraud contrary civil order made statutory civil debt in 15 USC §1692n and 15 USC §1673(c) rule for
"nullification", to "void" such writ on its making, and "discharge" triggered in written tort in 2003 to void enforcement also
barred by 45 CFR §302.56(f) as "unjust" abuse of false claim and §303.6 "limitation prohibiting enforcement" on sums to
exceed EXCESSIVE FINES and sums over $1000 USD in case 01-17702-R, not admitted in sustained public fraud.
It is therefore insanity for UNITED STATES to deny the rule so made and published; Federal Law and Federal Grant terms,
or sustain records of this cause - while cestui que (Beneficiaries) are subjected abuse and felony harm in concert with
rejection of ordinary granted jury trial in 2019 January subject "Fast and Speedy Trial" on a felony matter in fraud; to
suggest a disability or other impairment to "RIGHT TO WORK" contributing to 23 O.S. §23-9 "spoliation" of State and
Federal patents and trademarks, registry of the same, and 21 O.S. 21-748.2 civil counter suit entitled relief by default of the
petitioner ignored report or registration for 21 O.S. §21-551 barratry, a crime; concealed under color of State discretion.
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To resist the will of a King or despot, academic commissioned with civil honor of superior rank, or other "Ruist" (Chinese
Religious and Political theory derived from Confucianism, themed permissible religion in PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA); is in definition of the "Hegelian Dialectic" sufficient to suggest legal non compos mentis of the cestui que; but is
illegal action in the courts and Federal and State jurisdiction of the United States or its commissioned territories and treaties.
In answer, per September 10th 2021, a remonstrance themed and titled "LEX REX IMPERIALIS" has been filed in concert
with motion to terminate this abuse and dispose of the case FR-18-04.
It contains the fundamental basis of our technology support, artificial person registration of legal identity independent from
the UNITED STATES franchise and use; and for security among people without regard to national origin or registration or
other jurisdiction at-law; a tool to replace government and install transparency not afforded the abuse of the Federal and
State separation and collaboration now employed to abuse persons in our witness criminally in 2001-2021.
The Latin translation roughly means, "The Law is King and Intends to Be Asserted In Exclusive Dominion", a pledge that
the rule of law, not the tyranny of authority of public office or those who occupy it, shall be the whole of such "community
standards" themed a jurisdiction rejecting the 2001 August 11th to present fraud and derived tainted registration of claims
obtained on criminal acts of human trafficking and child abuse retained and normalized by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE
OF OKLAHOMA to injure the cestui que of the class suggested by John Knox Witherspoon of New Jersey as "The People",
and to whom as incorporators of United States a duty and obligation to be subbordinate all anatural persons created on
commission of their articles and francise to the installment of the United States, a duty not met by UNITED STATES or its
franchise activity in 2001-2021 from which recovery is not possible and fatal defect not duty to be enjoined with such
abuse or debt arising from its flawed and incompetent execution as is evident in a twenty (20) year criminal taking of a child
to break the bonds between generations (genocide, at law - a war crime and count even by act of Legislative authority or
negligence to respond to injury or refuse to acknowledge its operation or effect in separate counts).
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LEX REX IMPERIALIS is themed upon Christian symbolism and mythology, character, and purpose of government; a
right of return (breve de recto patens); a declaration and admonition of the duty of the "King of Kings" a steward of the
Law not of interest, and to opposition to "Hegelian Dialectic Socialism" which seeks to do away with private property
(Allodium) in favor of "collective wealth" and "collective benefits" disparaging of the "Dignity" upon which the guaranteed
of a Republican form of government must be firmly based and unapologetic in defense of even One against many or all.
You are invited to "Join us in the Law" or abandon such claims contrary to the rule and good order, and leave. Taking there
too all territories, districts, and persons who are incompetent or incapable in a mature and civil "right of return" and
"restoration and restitution" admitting fault and duty to compensate the injured, as is Supreme Law, Oklahoma
Constitution, Article II section II-6 the rule without obligation for delay or duty to absolve the wrongdoer a condition in
consideration of the full restoration of all rights to the People, cestui que. As an injury to one, is an injury to all.
This remonstrance is the II-3 (OK Const.) product of twenty (20) years of serious injury falsely perpetrated by STATE OF
TEXAS as a defect of mind to conceal their securities fraud and speculation in criminal racketeering of a criminal interest
for foreign Sovereign Powers and investment by those governments in State of Texas against the Laws of the United States.
It is born of the contempt to suggest a value system of the Witherspoon (et al) family and Christian values including pledge,
protection from perfidy, and relief from simple fraud a duty of a civil court were "mental illness" to contest the deception
and embezzlement from public funds themed the United States benefits and Treasury of the United States by RICK PERRY,
GREG ABBOTT, and KEN PAXTON under color of false claims denouncing Federal Grant Terms and Interstate compacts
under which hostages were taken and concealed to injury against their parents commercial right to work and estates
(corruption of blood) without due process or trial, or even facing their accusers due non-appearance of such persons
wrongly sustained in "irregular judgment" suggested entitled protection of "full faith and credit" of the Union and United
States for false cause on violence of an acute and foreign sovereign commercial interest.
For such discrimination to denigrate the faith, create a test of faith under color of medical practice, or other false claims of
eugenics and ethnic defamation not supported by blood or law; to the consistent and sustained abuse of STATE OF TEXAS
in concert with ongoing attacks of a material nature to disrupt business in State of Oklahoma and by letters threatening jail
and felony indictment barred by Federal Law a fraud of the OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF
TEXAS and policy of GREG ABBOTT, RICK PERRY, and KEN PAXTON in concert with other persons in similar fraud.
To such end, sanctions and a termination of service were issued prior today, and detail produced in concert with formal
filing for legal relief made September 10th 2021 so noted a duty subject answer to end without dishonor such abuse themed
a debt owed and due by STATE OF TEXAS to the cestui que trust per 45 CFR 303.100(a)(8) rule on a final judgment.
Notice of which is made again necessary by 40 separate attacks on September 29th and 30th, 2021, in ongoing fraud to
extort and intimidate our office in INTERFERENCE IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE activity, a felony (18 USC §1951).
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